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Malaysian Airlines MH17 Brought Down by Ukrainian Military Aircraft. The BBC Refutes its
Own Lies?

By Prof Michel Chossudovsky, February 16, 2019

At Global Research, from the outset we have documented extensively the downing of MH17
by a military aircraft. It is important that the underlying record be fully assessed.

Frayed  Colonial  Media  Propaganda  Transmission  Lines.  Fake  Atrocities  Used  to  Justify
“Humanitarian War Crimes”

By Mark Taliano, February 16, 2019

So, when BBC journalist Riam Dalati recently confirmed that the Douma hospital scene “was
staged”[2], he was making an “admission against interest”, in the sense that his admission
contradicts the colonial media storyline that “Assad was gassing his own people” again.

Hands Off Venezuela: Historic Stance at the United Nations against US Imperialism
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By Carla Stea, February 16, 2019

As Venezuelan Foreign Minister Jorge Arreaza read out their new statement, declaring the
illegality  of  unilateral  coercive economic sanctions,  and territorial  invasions,  it  became
obvious that the power of this new solidarity, which includes China, Russia, Cuba, DPRK,
Syria,  Iran,  Palestine,  Nicaragua,  Venezuela,  etc.  constitutes  a  formidable  force  which
Western capitalism will antagonize at its own peril.

Indigenous Communities Halting Humanity’s Race to Disaster

By Shane Quinn, February 16, 2019

Over thousands of years, native inhabitants have resided in the sprawling rainforests of
South America, the bush and deserts of Australia,  the open plains of Africa and North
America. Indigenous communities, who comprise 5% of the earth’s human population, are
inextricably tied to the lands embedded in their souls.

Is Democracy Consistent with Islam?

By Nauman Sadiq, February 16, 2019

Most people are under the impression that democracy and Islam are somehow incompatible.
However, I don’t see any contradiction between democracy and Islam, as such. Although, I
admit, there is some friction between Islam and liberalism.

Yemen: US “Accidentally” Arming Al Qaeda (Again)

By Tony Cartalucci, February 15, 2019

US  weapons  are  once  again  falling  into  the  hands  of  militants  fighting  in  one  of
Washington’s many proxy wars – this time in Yemen – the militants being fighters of local Al
Qaeda affiliates.

Resilience and Strength of Venezuela’s Armed Forces. While Maduro warns of Vietnam 2.0; a
Syrian Analogy Beckons

By William Walter Kay, February 15, 2019

For  20  years  Chavez’s  Bolivarian  movement  has  overseen  Venezuelan  armed  forces
recruitment and promotion. The old guard is history. Chavez and Maduro maintained high
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ratios of generals to troops; they dismissed the recalcitrant,  and routinely shuffled seating
arrangements.

The US’ Healthcare System Is a Predatory Catastrophe: It’s  Time for Universal  Medical
Coverage

By Richard Gale and Dr. Gary Null, February 15, 2019

The United Nations recognizes healthcare as a human right. Last year, former UN Secretary
General Ban Ki-moon denounced the American healthcare system as “politically and morally
wrong.”
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